'Dare to be a Daniel, Dare to stand alone, Dare to have a purpose true, And dare to make it known.'
Could there be a more appropriate clarion call for the figure of the public geographer? On that note, this final issue of Australian Geographer for 2017 features an important and timely Thinking Space essay by Louise Crabtree. In it, Louise discusses what it means for our research to have 'impact' beyond the academy. As many academic geographers will be aware, the Federal Government, through the Australian Research Council, has this year piloted a new mechanism to measure and assess the public impact of research. For some it augers the prospect of yet another metric to which academics must respond and justify their existence. Yet as Louise discusses, official validation of the need for our research to be truly engaging and impactful is not itself the problem. What matters more is that reporting mechanisms recognise the nuance and evolving relationships needed to pursue impact, without inviting cynical 'gaming' of the system. Louise raises the critical point that the time and care needed to build community relationships and truly engage public debate must be factored more fully into university workload mechanisms.
The themes of impactful research and geography as public advocacy resonate elsewhere throughout this issue, tooin papers by Dallas Rogers, Alexandra Wong and Jacqueline Nelson on the debate about foreign real estate investment in Sydney, and by Jim Forrest and colleagues on racist claims about the impacts of immigration on our cities. With thanks to Taylor and Francis, the publisher of Australian Geographer, we have been able to make these papers freely available via the journal's website, to accompany news articles and opinion pieces covering their findings. Bringing us full circle to Dorothy Taylor and David Stead, it is worth reflecting again on the very purpose of universities, and the value of academic publications such as these; for we ought to celebrate more fully the advocacy work of geographers who dare to have a purpose, and dare to make it known.
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